Roots of Peace: Cluster Munitions
to Crops
By facilitating the removal of explosive remnants of war in rural Vietnam, Roots of Peace (ROP) aims
to restore contaminated farmland to a safe, productive state. ROP encourages economic empowerment by training farmers in the production of cash crops, such as black pepper and taro.

by Tucker Kühn and Heidi Kühn [ Roots of Peace ]

Black pepper produced in Vietnam on formerly contaminated ground.
All photos courtesy of Roots for Peace.
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Nguyen Dinh Thu is a Vietnamese farmer and UXO survivor living in Quang Tri. While working in the fields one
day as a teenager, he saw a shiny object that appeared after a heavy rain. As he tried to excavate it, the UXO exploded, throwing Thu forward and causing the loss of both of his arms. After several surgeries, he had no option
but to return to the same land where he was injured. Despite his injuries, he forged ahead to pursue an agrarian
livelihood on his family farm.
ROP offered Thu the opportunity to participate in the SHADE program, as pepper is a traditional crop in Son Ha
village where he lived. MAG and ROP cleared the land of 11 more pieces of UXO, enabling Thu and his family to
plant pepper trees and safely earn a living. In total, MAG cleared 9,721 sq m (2.40 ac) of land at 17 ROP SHADE pepper farms from May to August 2012, finding and destroying 69 pieces of ERW.
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Formerly contaminated land in Vietnam now used to produce black pepper plants.
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the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of
Political-Military Affairs (PM/WRA)
provided a matching grant to ROP to
clear the land of UXO in preparation for
more farms being released for black
pepper production. These efforts will
complement phase two of the SHADE
Project, which will be centered less on
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providing technical inputs to already
existing project participants and focused more on ensuring the pepper produced is of a high enough quality to sell
on international markets for higher
prices. Expansion of the project will also
continue according to the SHADE model of equipping farmers with the neces-
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sary knowledge and techniques for
successful production. MAG is currently recruiting, training and preparing to
deploy four five-person clearance teams
to support ROP agricultural projects.
The clearance teams will conduct landrelease activities on sites identified by
ROP throughout Quang Tri. In total,
276,000 sq m (68.20 ac) of land will be

Black pepper ripening on the vine.
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